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Growing your creativity can sometimes feel like a
daunting prospect. Every person engages their creative

life differently, and nobody's path is linear. 
 

The path of creative growth is comprised of several
steps, each with its own gifts and challenges. 

 
It starts with simple observation and the decision to start
on the trail. Next, you find yourself exploring the territory,

taking in new sights and surroundings, excited to carry
on. After you start to get comfortable, you might choose

to begin contributing to the garden, pruning dead
branches, planting seeds, and brushing off pathways as
we go. Next, you begin to reap what you sow, cultivating

the beautiful things you've planted, and enjoying the
garden more than ever. Finally, you are ready to blaze

your own trail, forging new pathways and inviting others
to follow in your footsteps.

 
Flip through the workbook and narrow down where you

currently are on the trail. 
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The Observer is just getting comfortable with the idea that they are a creative person.
You are interested in the path that lies ahead, feeling curious and excited to take the next
steps. You may be cautiously optimistic, but you like what you see and want to explore the

winding path of creativity.

Are you an Observer who wants some company as you start walking the creative path? 
Join The Creative Space membership for guidance and help putting your ideas into motion.
I especially think you'll benefit from the monthly watch/listen/read/enjoy recommendations

to fuel your inspiration and the creative practices to encourage your next steps.

STEPPING STONE #1: THE OBSERVER

- The Morgan Harper Nichols Show
- Magic Lessons with Elizabeth Gilbert

WHAT MAKES YOU EXCITED TO
EXPLORE YOUR CREATIVITY? 

YEP, THIS IS ME!

WHO ARE THE MOST INSPIRING
PEOPLE IN YOUR LIFE RIGHT NOW? 

(IRL OR ONLINE) 

WHAT DO YOU CATCH YOURSELF
DAYDREAMING ABOUT? 

WHAT WAS ONE CREATIVE THING
YOU DID TODAY? (EVEN IF

IT'S JUST CHOOSING YOUR OUTFIT)
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RECOMMENDED
LISTENING: 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-morgan-harper-nichols-show/id1549059898
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/magic-lessons-with-elizabeth-gilbert/id1138081319


STEPPING STONE #2: THE EXPLORER

The Explorer is creatively curious, actively learning, constantly taking pictures, writing
down ideas, and dreaming up their next idea. While you are brimming with creative

energy, you may still feel a bit timid to share what you're working on, unsure how to bring
those creative dreams to life. Regardless, you are excited and ready to dive in. 

Are you an Explorer who wants some inspiration as you keep walking the creative path? 
Join The Creative Space membership for the help you need to take all that energy and

channel it into action. I especially think you'll benefit from the artist conversations to hear
how others forged their creative trails, and the monthly journals to organize your thoughts.

- Creative Pep Talk
- The Good Life Project

WHAT IMAGES, WORDS, AND IDEAS
DO YOU KEEP COMING BACK TO LATELY? 

YEP, THIS IS ME!

WHAT MEDIUMS ARE YOU MOST 
DRAWN TO RIGHT NOW?

(PAINTING, WRITING, PHOTOGRAPHY, ETC) 

WHAT TIME OF DAY DO YOU FEEL
MOST ENERGIZED AND CREATIVE? 

WHAT DO YOU FEEL IS
HOLDING YOU BACK?
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RECOMMENDED
LISTENING: 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/creative-pep-talk/id929743897
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/good-life-project/id647826736


STEPPING STONE #3: THE GARDENER

The Gardener has been exploring their creativity long enough to be past the "honeymoon
phase," and even though they have moments of self-doubt, face challenges bringing dreams
to life, and their ideas are getting more complex, creating is more gratifying than ever. You
are pressing through the discomfort, planting seeds for future growth, getting your hands

dirty, and are eager to see new growth (perhaps in a creative business someday)!

Are you a Gardener who wants some guidance as you move further along the creative path?
Join The Creative Space membership for help sustaining your creativity and building the
structures to let it thrive - whether in a personal or business sense. I especially think you'll

benefit from the business growth workbooks and the journals to track your progress.

- How I Built This (some favorite episodes include
Yvon Chouinard, Eileen Fisher, and Christina Tosi

WHAT CHALLENGES HAVE YOU
FACED IN THE PAST 6 MONTHS? 

YEP, THIS IS ME!

WHERE DO YOU THINK YOU COULD
CHALLENGE YOURSELF A BIT MORE?

WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO REST 
AND REFUEL CREATIVELY? 

WHERE HAVE YOU SEEN YOUR
CONFIDENCE GROW IN THE PAST YEAR?
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RECOMMENDED
LISTENING: 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/how-i-built-this-with-guy-raz/id1150510297
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/patagonia-yvon-chouinard/id1150510297?i=1000378841890
https://podcasts.apple.com/lu/podcast/eileen-fisher-eileen-fisher/id1150510297?i=1000430541873
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/live-episode-milk-bar-christina-tosi/id1150510297?i=1000453398621


STEPPING STONE #4: THE CULTIVATOR

The Cultivator is dedicated to their creative growth, has put in the time and effort to bring
their ideas to fruition, and is watching those seeds they once planted come to life. You have
a habit of creativity, and by now are used to the occasional bout of comparison or doubt,
but you don't let it stick with you quite like you once did. You are forging ahead on the

creative trail, making your mark, and setting long-term goals.

Are you a Cultivator who needs some mentorship as you shape your own creative path? 
Join The Creative Space membership for help establishing your next steps and putting your
plans into motion. I especially think you'll benefit from the artist conversations for wisdom

from a range of professionals, and the Q&As to get specific help with your goals.

- Second Life
- Ten Things to do when it feels like you're failing

WHAT PROJECT ARE YOU MOST
PROUD OF LATELY? 

YEP, THIS IS ME!

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR
UNIQUE STYLE IN WHAT YOU CREATE? 

WHO IS YOUR BIGGEST CREATIVE
INSPIRATION RIGHT NOW? 

WHAT IS A BIG DREAM YOU HOPE TO
ACCOMPLISH IN THE NEXT YEAR?
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RECOMMENDED
LISTENING: 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/second-life/id1347626043
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/ten-things-to-do-when-it-feels-like-youre-failing/id1200930280?i=1000452590008


The Trailblazer is a creative force. You get excited by big problems that need solving,
projects that will serve a growing audience, and you are confident you have the tools to
influence your environment for the better. You have a lot on your plate, which can be

overwhelming (even if it's a creative business you love), but you are ready to blaze new
trails and lead the way for others to follow in your footsteps.

Are you a Trailblazer who needs some breathing room as you daily show up to forge new
paths? Join The Creative Space membership to get back to why you started all of this in the

first place, and be proactive against burnout. I especially think you'll benefit from the
creative practices to reclaim creating as a restful (not stressful) part of your life, and the

monthly journals to keep track of what truly matters.

STEPPING STONE #5: THE TRAILBLAZER

- Business Made Simple
- Do it for the Process

HOW DO YOU WANT PEOPLE TO FEEL
WHEN THEY ENCOUNTER YOUR

CREATIVE WORK? 

YEP, THIS IS ME!

WHAT DO YOU WANT YOUR LIFE (AND
CREATIVE BUSINESS) TO LOOK LIKE IN

FIVE YEARS?

WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT THING
YOU ARE CREATING RIGHT NOW?

LIST THREE THINGS YOU WILL DO TO
REST THIS MONTH:
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RECOMMENDED
LISTENING: 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/business-made-simple-with-donald-miller/id1092751338
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/do-it-for-the-process-from-emily-jeffords/id1451537876

